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Abstract: A relevant research effort is devoted to the synthesis and characterization of phases
belonging to the ternary system Cu–Sn–S, mainly for their possible applications in semiconductor
technology. Among all ternary phases, kuramite, Cu3SnS4, mohite, Cu2SnS3, and Cu4Sn7S16 have
attracted the highest interest. Numerous studies were carried out claiming for the description of
new phases in the ternary compositional field. In this study, we revise the existing literature on this
ternary system, with a special focus on the phases stable in a temperature range at 25 ˝C. The only
two ternary phases observed in nature are mohite and kuramite. Their occurrence is described as
very rare. A numerical modelling of the stable solid phases in contact with a water solution was
underwent to define stability relationships of the relevant phases of the system. The numerical
modelling of the Eh-pH diagrams was carried out through the phreeqc software with the lnll.dat
thermodynamic database. Owing to the complexity of this task, the subsystems Cu–O–H, Sn–O–H,
Cu–S–O–H and Sn–S–O–H were firstly considered. The first Pourbaix diagram for the two naturally
relevant ternary phases is then proposed.
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1. Introduction

Recent studies have pointed out interesting semiconducting performances in some terms of the
ternary Cu–Sn–S system [1–5]. Namely, Cu3SnS4, Cu2SnS3 and Cu4SnS4 are considered as novel
materials for the p-layer of thin film technology in solar energy conversion devices. Their energy gap
and absorption coefficient, coupled to the fact that they consist of cheap and abundant elements,
are studied as materials for next-generation thin film solar cells under the scheme of the thin
film technology, together with other materials as the kesterite and CuZnSn(S,Se)4. Moreover, the
thermoelectric features of Cu2SnS3 and Cu4Sn7S16 are also considered for the realization of new
thermoelectric devices [4].

The economic exploitation of these substances in their future application asks for accurate
knowledge about their stability in relation to the possible use. For instance, photovoltaic devices
have to cycle, with a daily period, in a relatively wide temperature range, and should maintain their
good performances over time. A second challenge is represented by the synthetic way to obtain them.
These materials are usually synthesized by means of energy consuming pathways, requiring vacuum
conditions, long run duration and high annealing temperatures. To minimize the energy costs of the
synthesis, the research is moving towards mild hydro- and solvothermal approaches (e.g., [6,7]).
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The present study is aimed to revise all information available on the ternary Cu–Sn–S system,
and to explore the contribution that the thermodynamic modeling of the interaction of binary and
ternary sulfide phases with a water solution could add to the knowledge about stability of these
technologically relevant materials. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a summary of
the stability relationships in the ternary compositional field is provided; in Section 3, the details of
the modeling are discussed; in Section 4, the numerical modeling is performed on some test systems
(Cu–O–H, Sn–O–H, Cu–S–O–H, Sn–S–O–H); and, in Section 5, the results of the numerical modeling
of the Cu–Sn–S–O–H system, not present in the literature, is reported.

2. State-of-the-Art in the Cu–Sn–S Compositional Field

The ternary Cu–Sn–S system and some of its most relevant pseudobinary joins have attracted a
relevant interest during the 1970s, and then repeatedly studied [8–25]. Most of these studies focused
on the Cu2S–SnS2 pseudobinary join, whose definitive assessment dates to Olekseyuk et al. [23].
Other pseudobinary joins (Cu2S–SnS, Cu2S–Sn2S3) were investigated by Khanafer et al. [10], whereas
an isotherm section at 500 ˝C is due to Wu et al. [19].

Numerous phases were reported to occur in this system during more than 40 years of research.
They are listed in the Table 1, together with their lower limits of the stability field. It is worth mentioning
that a careful reconsideration of the existing literature leads to a reduction of the total number of phases.
In the past, in fact, successive studies, carried out in phases of the ternary system, reported different
chemical formulas, while describing the same crystalline phase [1]. This fact holds particularly true
for the phases labelled as “c” and “d” in Table 1. “c” phases refer to the one corresponding to the
formula Cu2Sn4S9 [23] or Cu4Sn7S16 [25]. For all phases belonging to the “c” group, Fiechter et al. [24]
suggests that they could be represented by a small compositional field (at T > 500 ˝C) described by a
general law: Cu2Sn3+xSn7+2x, which will also include the Cu2Sn4S9 composition. “d” phases refer to
the one corresponding to the formula Cu4SnS6. On the whole, the number of phases still considered
valid in the Cu–Sn–S system reduces to six (corresponding to the a–f groups in Table 1). During the
evolution of the knowledge about the stability fields in this system, some other phases were identified
and successively discredited (see notes to Table 1).

Table 1. Phases of the Cu–Sn–S system described in the literature.

# Formula Lower Limit of the Stability Field Reference(s)

a Cu4SnS4 RT [8,12,14,18,22,23]

b Cu2SnS3 RT [8,12,13,18,22,23]

c

Cu2Sn4S9

RT

[9,22,23]
Cu2Sn3S7 [8,10,18,23]

Cu2Sn3.5S8 [12,23]
Cu2Sn3.75S8 [23]

Cu2Sn3.34S7.68 [12]
Cu4Sn7S16 [20,24]

d
Cu10Sn2S13

400 ˝C
[18,23]

Cu9.67Sn2.33S13 [11,18,23]
Cu4SnS6 [15,21,23]

e Cu5Sn2S7 600 ˝C [13,18,23]

f Cu7Sn3S10 600 ˝C [13,18,23]

g Cu3SnS4 RT * [16,23]

Other phases claimed to occur in the ternary Cu–Sn–S system but successively discredited: Cu4Sn3S8 [22];
Cu2Sn2S5 [18]; Cu5SnS4 [18]. * The stability of Cu3SnS4 was tested as this is a product of spontaneous reaction
between Cu4SnS4 and S at T < 300 ˝C. RT, room temperature.
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According to the most recent studies [19,23,24], only three ternary Cu–Sn–S compounds are stable
at room temperature, i.e., Cu4SnS4, Cu2SnS3 and Cu2Sn4S9 (Figure 1). Interestingly, they all belong to
the pseudobinary join Cu2S–SnS2. In addition to the previously cited phases, high temperature terms
are reported in the Figure 1: Cu4SnS6, above 400 ˝C, Cu5Sn2S7 and Cu10Sn2S13, above 500 ˝C.
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Figure 1. Ternary Cu–Sn–S system, reporting the phases found in nature (purple spheres), those
reported as stable at room temperature (RT, black spheres) and those reported as stable at temperature
values > 400 ˝C (HT, high temperature, blue diamonds).

A further relevant point resides in the consideration that none of the six cited phases are naturally
occurring, except for Cu2SnS3. This latter phase corresponds to the mineral mohite. This mineral has
been firstly described by Kovalenker et al. [26] and it was found in hydrothermal vein deposits (e.g., at
Barquilla, Salamanca, Spain [27]) or associated with gold/silver deposits, included in sulfostannate
assemblages (still of hydrothermal origin, at about 300–350 ˝C [28]). A peculiar case is represented by
Cu3SnS4, kuramite, corresponding to the seventh group in Table 1. This phase represents the unique
other naturally occurring ternary phase. Kuramite was firstly described by Kovalenker et al. [29],
and it has also been reported in hydrothermal deposits, either in association with mohite (e.g., in
gold-silver deposits [28]) or not (as e.g., at Agua Rica, Catamarca, Argentina [30,31]). The stability
range of kuramite was studied on synthetic samples by Wang [17], who found it stable below
300 ˝C. This temperature range was studied through sulfidisation of Cu4SnS4 (i.e., through an
out-of-equilibrium synthetic approach).

3. Modelling of the Equilibria in Aqueous Solutions

In the present study, the relationships between the main phases of the Cu–Sn–S system and a
water solution are studied through the use of Eh versus pH (or “Pourbaix”) diagrams, calculated
according to the point-by-point mass balance method [32]. Under this approach, the predominant
species at each given point of Eh and pH can be identified, taking into account other variables, as
presence of ligand(s), temperature and pressure [32]. The predominant species is identified as the
species with the highest content of the considered element. This predominance involves the absolute
element content (in moles) considering both aqueous and solid species.

We performed our point-by-point mass balance calculation under the phreeqc formalism [33,34].
Aqueous phase equilibria are taken into account in a reference database file and the solid phases are
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included through dissolution/precipitation reactions and reported as the logarithm of equilibrium
constant (log K) at standard temperature and pressure condition (i.e., 25 ˝C and 1.0132 bar) [35,36].
Then, a Jacobian matrix including all the mass balance constants relative to the master species (Cu, Sn,
S, H, O) is diagonalized obtaining the concentrations that satisfy the simultaneous solutions to all the
considered equilibria.

Solid Phases Considered in the Calculations

Geochemical numerical models require comprehensive thermodynamic databases.
Although today’s geochemical databases are quite complete, including the most common
reactions and reaction constants, some equilibria typical of specific environments may be not present.
Accordingly, the thermodynamic properties of some minerals relevant to our model have been
checked, and eventually added, to the phreeqc wateq4f.dat [37], and llnl.dat, for Sn, databases [38].
For the solid Cu oxides (cuprite, Cu2O, and tenorite, CuO), calculations were performed using two
different internally consistent sets of log K, one from the wateq4f.dat database [37], and the other from
the JANAF tables [39]. The thermodynamic constants of the binary sulfides (chalcocite, Cu2S, and
covellite, CuS) arise from the wateq4f.dat database [37,40]. We included chalcocite, covellite and the
crystalline defect Cu2´xS sulfides, i.e., djurleite, digenite and anilite.

A more detailed discussion deals with the ternary sulfide phases. As evinced from the previous
paragraph, only two ternary phases, namely kuramite and mohite, are naturally relevant. Thus, we
focused, in the calculation, only on these phases. However, experimental thermodynamic studies of
mohite are lacking. Owing to this fact, an estimation of its log K respect to solvated ions is needed to
refer to the phreeqc formalism and to evaluate their stability in contact with a solution.

A way to estimate the enthalpy of formation of mohite consists in obtaining it through the use
of a Born-Haber cycle. The simplest way of designing a proper cycle should include the known
binary compounds, as chalcocite, covellite, berndtite (SnS2) and herzenbergite (SnS) and kuramite.
However, starting from the binary sulfides, there is no chance of designing a cycle without including a
phase in which disulfide groups are included. From a structural point of view, no disulfide groups are
present in kuramite [7] nor in mohite [21]. This consideration rules out the possibility to extrapolate
thermodynamic properties of the Cu–Sn–S ternary sulfides from the opportune mixing of those of the
binary sulfides.

Since thermodynamic properties of crystals are strongly structure-dependent [41,42], we
established a Born-Haber cycle including a close structural control on the mineral phases. This cycle
is based on the thermodynamic properties of kesterite, Cu2ZnSnS4 [43], and kuramite. In kesterite,
kuramite and mohite the crystal structure is organized on the same structural type, i.e., the tetrahedral
arrangement of all cations within the framework derivative of that of sphalerite (ZnS) [44]. Thus, a
close structural similarity between these phases is apparent. Following an approach similar to the linear
additivity procedures developed by Yves Tardy and colleagues for other mineral types (e.g., [45,46]),
the overall enthalpy of formation of kesterite can be hypothesized as consisting of the sum of the
four MS4 fragments (M = Cu, Zn, Sn). However, this should be done with some additional care due
to the heterogeneity of sulphide structures, which may generate strong differences in group energy.
In this context, an esteem of the enthalpy of formation of the ZnS4 fragment can be obtained from the
thermodynamic data of sphalerite, which also exhibit an arrangement of tetrahedrally coordinated
Zn ions. Similarly, the enthalpy of formation of the SnS4 fragment can be estimated from a cubic SnS
polymorph, isostructural to sphalerite [47].

Accordingly, the enthalpy of formation of mohite can be derived from that of kesterite by
subtracting the contribution due to the ZnS4 fragment, or from that of kuramite by subtracting a
CuS4 fragment. Starting from kuramite, one has to first calculate the enthalpy of formation of a
nominal cubic CuS phase having a sphalerite crystal structure, according to the following equation:

3∆H-cub. CuS4 - “ ∆HCu3 SnS4 ´ ∆HSnS (1)
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and then perform a summation of the CuS4 and SnS4 fragments in the opportune ratio. Thus, a
Born-Haber cycle involving a hypothetical cubic CuS species can be performed in order to calculate
the enthalpy of formation of mohite, and a similar procedure could be done starting from kesterite to
check the consistency of the resulting values. We assume that the difference in mixing enthalpies for
the three considered multinary compounds (kesterite, kuramite and mohite) is negligible [48]. The log
k of formation of mohite is reported in Table 2. The data are in a good agreement with those evinced
by the Zawadzki et al. [1] study. The discrepancies are in the range of 15%–20%, and they could be
considered small if taking into account a non-homogeneous source for the thermodynamic data.

Table 2. Calculated log K for the dissolution reactions of the ternary species considered in this study.

Mineral Log K Reference

Cu3SnS4, kuramite ´73.14 This study, wateq4f.dat [37]
Cu2SnS3, mohite ´58.03 This study

4. Test Systems (Cu–O–H, Sn–O–H, Cu–S–O–H, Sn–S–O–H)

The predominance charts discussed in the following were computed in a grid limited by the
water stability field from 0 to 14 pH units. The choice of the concentration of the master species (Cu,
Sn, S) were dictated by the possibility of an immediate comparison with selected Pourbaix diagrams
available in the literature. We used as reference diagrams those reported in the two Eh-pH atlantes
by Brookins [49] and Takeno [50]. It is noteworthy to mention that the former refer to calculations
performed in the “line method” [32], whereas the latter presents results obtained in the mass balance
method, using up to five different databases.

Figure 2a shows the Eh-pH diagram for Cu in water. There is an almost perfect agreement
between our diagram and that proposed by [49] and by [32]. If compared to those presented by [50],
the major differences reside in the decrease of the stability field of cuprite, and in the appearance of a
field or Cu+. Both of these effects can be related to the different concentration used by these authors
([Cu] = 10´6 and 10´10 mol/kgw). To verify this, we performed a calculation under their assumptions,
still obtaining an excellent agreement. The comparison of diagrams obtained by different methods can
yield slight differences in the boundaries as well as in the identification of the predominant species,
and this can be due to the number and type of equilibria involved in the calculations [51]. In the
present case, one has to highlight the presence (at high pH values) of a stability field of the Cu(OH)4

2´

aqueous species, in perfect agreement with [32]: this field is not cited by [49] and [50], where a similar
field was assigned to CuO2

2´.
The Eh-pH diagram for Sn in water, shown in the Figure 2b, matches with a good agreement the

data reported by [49]. Most of the diagram is dominated by cassiterite. The major differences reside in
the absence of stability field of dissolved species at very low pH values (pH < 0.5) in the Brookins’ [49]
diagram. A better agreement is observed with the diagrams proposed by [50], even taking into account
the difference in concentration. Again, we performed a calculation assuming [Sn] = 10´10 mol/kgw,
verifying an almost excellent agreement. The major difference between our diagram and that proposed
by [49] can be attributed to the fact that in its line diagram, only few equilibria involving hydroxide
complexes of Sn2+ were included, equlibria that are considered by our and Takeno’s [50] calculations.
The role of the complexing equilibria can obviously shift the boundaries between solid and aqueous
species (as verified for the HS´ ligand by [44]). In contrast, both the line and mass balanced diagrams
by [49,50] agree in pointing out a small field at negative Eh and high pH, where a soluble Sn2+ complex
is more stable than cassiterite.
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(b) the Sn–O–H system, calculated assuming [Sn] = 10´8 mol/kgw.

Figure 3a depicts the diagram for the Cu–S system in water. In this case, the agreement of our
calculation with the numerous available diagrams in the literature (e.g., [32,49,51,52]) is excellent,
almost independently of the type of calculation (line or mass balanced methods) of the cited references.
Concerning the defect Cu2´xS species, they were not included in Brookins’ [49] calculations, but
the present results fully agree with the fields proposed by the other authors. Concerning the
results proposed by Young et al. [50], a marked difference regards the fields of the Cu(I) and Cu(II)
thiocomplexes, which were not included in the present calculations (we reputed this detail beyond the
aims of the present study). As already stated, the role of these thiocomplexes was revealed to be of
some relevance in the definition of the proper stability fields and boundaries in the metal–sulfur–water
Pourbaix diagrams [50].

Concerning the Sn–S–O–H– system, an exemplar diagram is shown in the Figure 3b. To the
authors’ knowledge, the unique reference diagram is provided by [49]. A good agreement between
the two diagrams is observed: the diagram is dominated by the cassiterite stability field, limited
at low pH values (pH < 0.5) by Sn(OH)3+, and at high pH, low Eh values (pH > 13) by Sn(OH)3

´.
The remarkable difference with respect to the Sn–O–H system is the comparison of a large stability
field for berndtite, while no herzenbergite fields are observed. A marked difference between our and
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Brookins’ [49] diagrams is the occurrence in the present calculation of a stability field for SnSO4. Again,
this fact is ascribed to the absence of this species in the calculations performed by [49].Minerals 2016, 6, 79  7 of 12 
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5. The Study of the Cu–Sn–S–O–H System

The Eh-pH diagram for the Cu–Sn–S–O–H system (Figure 4) was calculated holding the 1:1
ratio between the initial concentrations of the metals ([Cu] = [Sn] = 10´6 mol/kgw) and choosing
10´3 mol/kgw for [S], to let the graph comparable with those already presented in this study (i.e.,
Figures 2a and 3a). Only minor differences are observed comparing the Figures 3a and 4a. They mainly
reside in a small increase of the covellite predominance field. Comparing the Figures 3b and 4b, the
main differences consist in the disappearance of the fields relative to the species in solution at pH < 0.5
and pH > 13. Both fields are replaced by cassiterite. This change is not due to the different system
analyzed, but it could be ascribed to the change in Sn concentration. In fact, at least under the adopted
conditions for the calculations, the two systems Cu–S–O–H and Sn–S–O–H can be considered as
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independent, owing to the fact that the ligand species (i.e., OH–, HS´ and SO4
2´) are abundant with

respect to the concentration of Cu and Sn.Minerals 2016, 6, 79  8 of 12 
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A remarkable consideration point to the absence of predominance fields for either kuramite or
mohite. This means that, at room temperature, these two minerals never attain a condition where they
become the prevailing species in the system. This does not necessarily imply that the two minerals
do not have a stability field at room temperature. For this reason, the stability fields of mohite and
kuramite were plotted in Figure 5a,b, respectively. These fields were obtained allowing only mohite
(or kuramite) to precipitate. The other, eventually concurring, precipitation mechanisms were not
included in the mass balance. Accordingly, the fields reported in the Figure 5 represent the maximum
stability field obtainable for the given mineral species, given the external (temperature, pressure,
batch chemical composition) conditions. In the two figures, the black and red fields represent the
stability field evaluated with respect to the Cu and Sn species, respectively. Accordingly, as mohite
and kuramite are ternary compounds, both conditions have to be simultaneously satisfied. The actual
stability field for mohite and kuramite are thus defined by the red (intersection) boundaries. Figure 5
is pointing to a definitely wider stability field for mohite than for kuramite, which is found stable
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only in a limited range of Eh and pH. In contrast, mohite appears to be stable over a field more or
less equivalent to that of chalcocite, which, of course, is always prevailing in terms of precipitated
amount (in an unconstrained system, Figure 4a). Specific punctual tests carried out with phreeqc have
verified that a subordinate amount of mohite is always occurring in association to the phases of the
Cu–S system, in their stability fields of Figure 4a. It is worth mentioning that the partial superposition
of the two stability fields is in a very good agreement with the evidence of coupled occurrence of the
minerals in the low temperature hydrothermal genetic environment.
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Figure 5. Stability fields for mohite (a) and kuramite (b) evaluated with respect to the Cu
(black boundaries) and Sn (red boundaries) species. The calculation conditions are the same of
the Figure 5.

The main result of this numerical modelling deals with the instability of the two phases, at
room temperature, when kept in contact with a water solution. The presence of water, in fact, would
favor their reaction towards more stable phases, as e.g., Cu and Sn binary sulfides. This fact has a
fundamental consequence for application of these materials in technological devices, as their use has
to be maintained in a water/moisture free environment. Similarly, we can expect that hydrothermal
syntheses of mohite and kuramite will be less effective in providing good nanoparticle materials, than
solvothermal syntheses.
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6. Conclusions

The present study summarizes the state of the art concerning the stability of the ternary phases
described in the Cu–Sn–S system. Moreover, a preliminary description of their stability at room
temperature and pressure conditions is provided. According to our evaluation, mohite and kuramite,
the only ternary Cu–Sn–S phases found in nature, can be considered relatively stable if under
anhydrous conditions, and their presence in a mineral assemblage can be used to assess not only the
temperature but also the Eh-pH window of precipitation.

As far as the materials science is concerned, our results can be considered at least in line
with most of the synthetic results, who obtained kuramite and mohite preferring the solvothermal
environment [2,6,7].

We are aware that this study is only preliminary, and future steps will involve the evaluation of
the stability fields for the two minerals in relation to the temperature variable in a range from 25 to
350 ˝C, and the extension of the Eh-pH analysis also to non aqueous environment, to fully describe the
solvothermal precipitation.
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